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The choir is the first Warframe of 2018 and has been released in the Beasts of Sanctuary update. The choir can be obtained exclusively through the Sanctuary Onslaught Gamemode, which requires the completion of the Second Dream questline for access. Fiercely poised with wild instincts, Hunter Chora and her feline
acquaintance Venari scour amid the fight of the cleaners for prey. Mistress livewire, she enchains her enemies to enforce the deadly discipline of whiplash, claws, and jagged steel. All parts of the Choir require the Kawata Genetic Code, with the exception of the project itself. Kavata's genetic code can be obtained by
scanning Kawats in the wild, mostly found in Orokin abandoned areas. HEALTH Stats: 375 SHIELD: 300 ARMOUR: 275 ENERGY: 188 SPRINT SPEED: 1.05 Skills Passive - Beastshield Chorus Live Metal thickens with each of her mates in range, giving her 15% extra armor on allied pets that stays within 50 meters
around her. Whipclaw Send enemies reeling with a deafening whip. Ensare binds a hapless target in a living metal, confusing others who get too close. Disperse the trap with a cracked whip. Venari Invocation is a ferocious, brilliant cavat. Use again to cycle between attack, protect and heal poses. Strangledome Weave
dome is a living chain that ensnares and strangles any enemy inside, and anyone stupid enough to approach. Chorus Drop Table Chorus Blueprint Sanctuary Onslaught - Rotation C Chorus Chassis Blueprint Sanctuary Onslaught - Rotation Of The Chorus Neuropty Blueprint Sanctuary Onslaught - Rotation B Chorus
Systems Blueprint Sanctuary Onslaught - Rotation C I almost always loved pets/call classes, and I wonder exactly how exactly this is the best way to farm for it? I've noted by reading that there are host questions, etc. but what's the fastest way to get a chorus? I also have enough frames/mods I'm sure I can come up
with most of the solutions provided. Bless :D! Page 2 of 37 Glee Comments has been introduced in Warframe's Beasts of Sanctuary update. She is accompanied by her Kawat Venari, and together they scour the battlefield, bringing ruin to their enemies. The choir combines a strong area of spectacular ability and crowd
control to provide a heavy wave clear on its mission. It can also build its eyelash ability to do incredible damage and is one of the most impressive DPS Warframes in the game. Of course, to play in glee, you need to know how to farm The Choir. As a farm choir to get your claws on the choir, you will need to play the new
Sanctuary Onslaught mode. You need to play the standard version of the mode, which can be accessed through a part of the Chorus will fall on the following rotations: Rotation A - Chassis - 8.33% drop chanceHostation B - Neurotics - 7.69% drop chanceRostation C - Systems and Basic Blueprint - 5.64% drop chance.
A-A-B-C rotation pattern. So, the first and second rounds of A, third B, and fourth C, and after that he back to A again. That's it. To get your hands on Glee Club, just play Sanctuary Onslaught Onslaught You have all the parts you need. How to build a choir Once you have all the pieces, you will need to build them into a
foundry house. The components will take 12 hours, but all of them can be built simultaneously, while the completed Warframe will take 3 days. You'll need the following resources To build it: Neuropty chassis 15,000 Credits5 Kawat Genetic code65 Iradite 12250 Alloy Plate4300 Rubedo Systems 15000 Credits2 Kawat
Genetic Code1000 Plastids 2600 Chains11500 Ferrit Hora's Whipclaw Ability - Chora cracked her whip, causing damage and causing the status of exposure to all enemies within reach of enemies within reach. Ensnare - Chora whips the enemy, framing him with live metal. While trapped, the target is completely
disconnected and the metal can pull in nearby enemies. Venari - Chora summons his faithful companion. Venari can do damage to enemies, protect the Khor, or even heal allies. Strangledome - Chora uses its live chains to create a dome around it. The dome will connect all enemies within reach and any enemies that
pass through. While they are captured by chains, enemies do damage every second. The choir, hunting, is accompanied by her faithful companion, Venari. Together they pose a terrible threat to enemies in Warframe, like a whip and claw lying waste to everyone around them. Chora succeeds in minimizing the dangers of
strong enemies with its chains, and then inflicts huge damage on Whiplash. To get your hands on the Glee Club, you need to head to the Sanctuary Onslaught, and take on hordes of enemies for Cephalon Simaris. The main plan of the Chora and all its drawings of the components can fall as a reward at the end of the
rotation of this mode. You can access Sanctuary Onslaught through navigational mention, in mission lists at the top right to the top right of the screen. The rotation at the Sanctuary Onslaught Rotation in sanctuary onslaught is two rounds, and the pattern of rotation and rewards pools of A-A-B-C. This limitation means
that you need to play eight full rounds to get rewards from the rotation C. Chassis plan - Rotation - 8 percent chance of neuropties plan - Rotation B - 9 percent chance Of Basic Plan - Rotation C - 11 percent Chance Systems Plan - Rotation C - 11 percent chance you'll need to spend a lot of time in Sanctuary Onslaught
for Farm All Chorus Plans, so the standard practice is to to bring in some weapons, you need to align, or also farm Focus while there. If you have all the drawings for the Choir, you can build it in a foundry, Using the following resources: Chassis 15000 Credits 5 Kawat Genetic Code 65 Iradite 12250 Alloy Plate 4300
Rubedo Neuroptic 15000 Credits 2 Cavat Genetic Code 35 Kuaka Dorna 15000 Polymer Bundle 16000 Rescue Systems 15000 Credits 2 Kalat Genetic Code 1000 Plastids 2600 Chains 11500 Ferrit Most of the necessary resources are standard for most of the craft game but Kalat's genetic code The kouachio dorsal
claws are the things you will need to get out of your way to get. You purchase the Kawata genetic code by scanning Feral Feral on the Ogokin abandoned tile. Capture missions in Orokin Derelicts are good places for this as you can capture the target and then search the level for these hard-to-detect creatures. You have
a twenty-five percent chance of getting a genetic code if you scan one. You get kuaka dornozding claws, killing kuakas on the plains of Eidolon. Kuakas are strange, rat-like creatures that you often see sing around during missions on the plains. Each component has a 12-hour build time and you build them all at the same
time. Once built, you can use them in conjunction with The Main Choir plan to create Warframe. Khora has a three-day build time, although you can use Platinum to skip the entire build time, the premium Warframe currency. When the construction is over, you can equip the Choir and start aligning it and experimenting
with the assemblies you'd like to use. Just make sure you have a spare Warframe slot available when you start assembling. In: Kawat, Warframes, Women, Update 22 Warframes CONCLAVE (PvP) Edit Tab Arachnid, Hunter and Companion, Metal Manipulation Tenno and Beast, Red in Whip and Claw. Chora and her
companion Kaut, Venari, embody deadly versatility. Two bodies, one will be. This is Chora and her mortal beast Venari. With blade precision, she is the mistress of the capture. Don't get caught on the wrong end with a whip of choir steel. Maybe that's the last thing you hear. Release date: April 20, 2018 Fiercely ready
with wild instincts, Hunter Chora and her feline acquaintance Venari scour among the fight cleaners for prey. Mistress livewire, she enchains her enemies to enforce the deadly discipline of whiplash, claws, and jagged steel. Hora and Venari pounced from the shadows in a 22.18 update. Manufacturing Requirements
25000 1 1 1 3 Time: 72 Hours Rush: 50 Market Price: 325 Blueprint Price: N/A Neuropsy 15000 2 35 1500 16000 Time: 12 Hours Rush: 25 Chassis 15000 5 65 12 250 4300 Time: 12 Hours Rush: 25 Systems 15000 2 1000 2600 11500 Time: 12 Rush Hours: 25 Acquisition of Chorus of Basic and Component Drawings
purchased from standard Sanctuary Onslaught (not a elite option). Every two stages are rotations, following the standard A-A-B-C scheme. Drop Chance Expected Almost Guaranteed Chassis Blueprint 8.33% 12 - 13 Rotations 79 ± 26 Rotation Neuropty Blueprint 9.09% 11 - 12 B Rotation 72 ± 24 B Rotation Basic
Drawing 11.28% 13 - 14 C Rotation 64 ± 19 C Rotation System Blueprint 11.28% Expected refers to the total number of attempts a player can expect to receive at least one of each drop, related to the relevant values. Almost guaranteed refers to the total number of attempts a player must receive 99%, 99.9%, and a
99.99% chance of getting at least one of each drop associated with the relevant values. For more detailed definitions and information on how these figures are received, visit here. Lore I have not reported on my experience with The Specimen VK-7. I could have confess why, then, but now I can tell you. I felt it would
have broken trust. There I was: a specialist in morphology, sworn Corps of Empire and yet ... For completely illogical reasons... I put allegiance to a wild animal above the oath of life... And every doctrine that values vested interests above... Charity. But keep confident that I did it. I think that's why the VC-7 brought me a
hand. Sigor Savah was a Corps morphology specialist who worked on Nefa Anio's terra forming expedition. On the task of deciphering Oreshkin's gene record and reviving individual specimens for study, he came across an unusually large Kavat with atypical behavioral characteristics, which he would call Specimen VK-
7. Sygor Savah believed that VK-7 would get rich, but when he was preparing for surgical examination, the creature came back to life. The scientist learns that VK-7 can adapt to its visitors Corps by studying their schedules to formulate an escape plan. After escaping the VK-7, it will proceed to raid the Hull Hive sites and
no one who attacked the beast has survived. When Sygor Savah encountered the creature, the beast showed him the wound as an act of trust. Putting loyalty above profit, Sygor Savah was prone to wounds VK-7. The creature then delivered Orokin's severed hand to the scientist: Hora. The corps, calling the VK-7 a
horror Uliev, considered this creature a threat, unworthy of study. Sygor Savah quickly betrayed the Corps to save the creature, and was sentenced to death. Then VK-7 returned a favor and saved the scientist from execution. Knowing that they both could no longer stay on Venus, the pair fled to the conveyor belt
heading into orbit, but the Corps caught up with them. Giving the scientist one last look, VK-7 activated the conveyor belt and rushed to the pursuers, sacrificing herself to save Sygor Sava. Are you looking for rewards, Hunter? Many years ago, Ostron quill donated drawings of a powerful warframe to the sanctuary. Soon
after, one of my drones synthesized the most unusual Kawate. After reviewing, it seemed as if the creature had desired capture. Almost immediately, the cat specimen disappeared, and with it, the drawings of Warframe. It's my sanctuary, I don't lose samples, but I've lost them. I discover her presence from time to time.
Usually when there are Tenno nearby. You may never see her, but if she deems you worthy, she may leave something for you. Cefalon Simaris in response to the Awards? request. Now, a better man than a scientist, Sygor Savah has dedicated his life to finding The Remains of Hora. Believing that she was on the plains
of Eidolon, he left his diary in the care of Conza. Cephalon Simaris later received the choir's drawings from the quila and synthesized the cavat from it. Kaut disappeared into his Sanctuary Onslaught, waiting for a worthy Tenno to claim Glee. Warframe Guides See Category: Glee Guides read custom guides on how to
play this Warframe. Trivia was announced in the Devstream 100. Later, Chora was also mentioned in the fragments of ghouls. Although Laura suggests that a fossilized piece of Hora's remains was found on Venus, and she was somehow connected to the plains of Eidolon, all her drawings can only be purchased from
the Onslaught Sanctuary. Speculatively, since her remains were shipped from Venus and disappeared, they could somehow fall into the possession of Cefalon Simaris. According to Simaris, the quila donated the Choir's drawings to the Sanctuary. Both Chora and Venari grant skill points, 12,000 in total. The Choir's
abilities were revised during development due to player feedback on Damage 2.5. Originally designed to change between types of physical damage (Kick, Puncture, and Slash), its final kit was demonstrated on Devstream 109 with a reliance on the types of injuries removed. As a result, Venari has a new function of mode
choice. The choir is the first Warframe ever to claim Kawat's genetic codes, due to Venari being a kaut. She is also the first Warframe to claim the Kouachi dorsal claw build, possibly because of her connection to the plains of Eidolon, which is mentioned in The Gul Fragments. Inspiration for the name of The Choir may
come from the Greek goddess Kore (also known as Persephone), the queen of the Underworld and the wife of Aida, the God of the Dead and the King of the Underworld. Kore is also a modern name for the type of free-standing ancient Greek sculpture depicting an unemtomable maiden symbol of the ideal, surpassing
the hardships of the world. Another inspiration may be centered around the term Plato khar, which means not to be and not to be, but rather the interval between the forms in which the forms were originally conducted; it gives space and has a maternal subtext (mother, matrix). This seems to be the theme of Fragments
magazine Gul. The visual design of the choir was inspired by the arachnid, hence the belly-like skirt, the cobweb-like design on the chest. The four thorns on the back of the Choirs are a special auxiliary attachment, similar to the snaps of the Necros. Chora is the second Warframe after Inaros to have a built-in polarity in
the Exilus fashion slot. The Exilus adapter is still required to unlock the slot, but Forma is not necessary unless you change it to another polarity. Khora is the 35th Warframe to be released (except for Primed and Umbra variants). The name Venari comes from the Latin word meaning Hunt. The choir is the second
Warframe, whose main plan fell as a possible reward to rob, first, Ivara. Edit Tab Passive For more information about Kalat Chora, please refer to the tabs below and visit the Venari Ability article. The ferocious Kaut Hora, Venari, fights with her with insutuous zeal. Venari is the exclusive Companion for The Warframe
Choir, integrated as its signature passive ability. Venari will appear next to The Choir when the player first enters the mission as a permanent companion, lasts until he is killed. While Wenari is alive, Chora Chora gets a speed boost. If Venari is killed, she will be back next to Hora in 45 seconds, or instantly if she is called
through a third power struggle for energy costs. Both passive functions are related to the ability of the Venari Choir to allow it to be modified. In addition, Venari is an independent AI-controlled organization from Khora that has unique interactions: Venari automatically becomes available to set up in Arsenal by default when
Glee is equipped as the current Warframe player. Unlike conventional cavats, Venari is completely separated from the incubator, so it does not occupy the open slot of Stasis and does not require a DNA stabilizer. Venari behaves like other Kawats. She will follow The Glee Club and look for the closest enemies to attack
them with her bite and claws, sometimes performing wall attacks. In addition, it can perform special effects based on its current combat posture. Venari does not perform park maneuvers unlike other Kavac and Kubrov. Venari will teleport to Glee Club or her marked target if she is too far away. Venari's position on the
mini-map is tracked using the blue Venari icon. When he is killed, Venari will disappear and will wait to return instead of entering Bleedout. The Venari user interface is displayed above the Chorus's hud abilities icons. Her user interface consists of her icon ability, her name, the battle wheel of choice of posture cycle, the
now chosen pose, and her shield and health bars. When switching the battle pose, the name of the chosen pose will briefly appear next to the Venari icon on its user interface. While Venari is dead, her shield and health bars are hidden from view, as her respawn timer is displayed on the Venari ability icon. In addition to
Hora, Venari herself also provides 6,000 skill points, as do other companions. Venari, however, is not listed in the player's profile. Venari is not affected by Oberon's passivity. Replacing The Choir's third ability through Helmint will only remove the ability to command Venari, change her posture and renew her. Venari will



still be present and increase the speed of the choir's movement while alive, due to the fact that part of it is passive. At Arsenal, a player can change Venari with the help of an update tab using Mods and Forma. Regardless of whether the chora was manufactured or purchased, Venari always comes with a pre-installed
Orokin reactor for double the power of fashion. Venari and Chora both accumulate affinity and level in the ranks separately. Chora can equip Companion and Venari simultaneously, due to Venari occupying its own load slot rather than a companion slot. Venari can equip the same mods as the other companion at the
same time without conflicting, meaning the player does not need a second set of mods for each companion. Can equip Kavat and Companion with suitable mods, but can not use unique mods Precept from other kavat options. Capable of equipping Hunter Set but they don't activate the bonus set and don't display a set
of bonuses on fashion descriptions. Venari requires an individual Forma to polarize its fashion slots. Venari Veniari Victims of the following mods: Although Venari does not have congenital shield points, it can get a shield bar by equipping Link Shields. Animal Instinct radars are stacked with other radars, including the
same mod card equipped with another satellite belonging to the player. Venari restores health passively when rejuvenation and Medi-Pet Kit are equipped. Reducing bleeding from Loyal Companion and Medi-Pet Kit does not affect Venari as she disappears and waits to respawn when killed. Venari bares his health when
Chora uses his melee weapon if it is equipped with Life Strike and Healing Return. Health is edicaed when hitting the enemy and meeting the requirements of fashion. Venari cannot benefit from energy conversion because of the Ability Strength bonus consumed by the markings and revitalizing features of Venari's ability.
The Mole increases both the normal damage from the Venari attack and the damage from the Snare Attack pose. Venari is set up by accessing Arsenal. When Khora is equipped, a special Venari download section becomes available with the Appearance tab for modification. It can be painted with Kavat Gene-Masking
Kit palettes. Can not equip alternative skins Kavat and armor kits. The eye color and regalia of Venari will correspond to the energy color chosen by The Choir. Venari uses a custom model based on Feral Kavat. Along with other similar features, Venari is larger in size than other kawats, has a metal lining spread
throughout the body, and one tail with a changeable tip, which is converted depending on its current combat posture. Expand all ENERGY25KEY1 WhipclawSend enemies reeling with a deafening whipcrack. Strength:200 / 225 / 250 / 300 Duration:N/A Range:5 / 7 / 8 / 10 m (cast range)3 / 4 / 4 / 5 m (explosion radius)
Misc:200 % (blast cover radius range)2. 0 x (Ensnare damage multiplier)50% (Strangledome damage distribution) Chora cracks her whip to the directional grille, creating an explosion of up to 5/7/8/10 meters in the 3/4/4/5 meter radius area around the first object or face hit. All enemies during the explosion receive 200 /
225 / 250 / 300 base damage, while the enemies in the center are also disoriented briefly, resulting in them being discarded and ragdolled. The range and radius of the explosion depends on the range of abilities. The blast radius may not exceed 200% of the range. The damage is distributed evenly between the blow,
puncture and slash. Damage also affects objects, bypasses obstacles in the environment, and does not decrease with distance. Whipclaw has an innate 200% critical multiplier, a 25% critical chance, and a 20% chance of status. The damage depends on the strength of ability, the Melee Combo Counter, and some melee
mods. As an example, with maximum pressure, shocking touch and reinvigorate, normal rank-3 whipclaw attacks will have to deal: Basic damage × (1 - Damaging mods) × (1 - Fashion) × (1 - Power of Fashion) × (1 x 1.2) × (1st 0.9) × (1st 0.3) - 1630.2 damage. The fashions that affect Whipclaw include: Bain Fashions
such as Grineer have no influence on Whipclaw. Fashion duration status has no effect on Whipclaw. The Shattering Impact armor removal effect is not caused by whipclaw damage. Toxin or heat or electricity damage mods do not scale the damage from the toxin or heat or electricity procs caused by Whipclaw. Each tick
deals damage equal to 0.5 × damage. The manticor's damage bonus applies to the ability. The elemental bonus effect of Lesion applies to the ability, but will not be activated by it. Whipclaw's critical chance depends on cat eyes and charm bonuses. Every beat from Whipclaw adds to the Melee Combo counter. The
Melee Combo multiplier increases Whipclaw's damage, but only a quarter of the bonus is added. Whipclaw is independent of statistics equipped with melee weapons and innate effects, weapons specific mods (such as the Volcano Blitz), melee range mods (such as Reach) and speed attack mods (such as Fury).
Synergy ability: Whipclaw deals 200% damage to enemies affected by Ensnare. Refreshing effect spread to the enveloped enemies affected by Whipclaw. If at least one enemy captured by Strangledome is struck by Umplaw, all the other enemies in the same dome will receive 50% of the total damage. In addition,
Whipclaw's critical chance and status chance will be culled to each enemy separately. Whipclaw will hit to the aiming reticle at the end of the will, landing the attack when the whip is fully extended. The blast radius is focused on the nearest physical object or surface in the player's crosshairs, or the farthest area Whipclaw
can reach. Can be cast while driving and airborne. Casting Whipclaw is an upper-body animation that allows motion and parkour maneuvers. The Choir's whip visually consists of a handle resembling the Hystrix model, along with live metal spikes that line the thong, spine and fall; Four claws-like extensions make up the
eyelash whip, finishing with metal ornaments on the body of the choir that match Venari's chosen combat pose. The whip is influenced by the color of appearance chosen by the Choir. Whipclaw's radial explosion, whip energy lights and tour track, are affected by The Khora Energy Color selected. Whipclaw is
independent of the cast speed of mods (such as natural talents) The main article: Whipclaw Accumulation Whipclaw is a Warframe Augment Mod for Whipclaw Choirs that provides a styling damage bonus to subsequent Whipclaws when hit by at least 3 enemies in one cast, which will disintegrate in 10 seconds. Rank
Damage Bonus Decay Delay Cost 0 10% 10s 6 1 15% 10s 7 2 20% 10s 8 3 3 35% 10s 9 Whipclaw's radial burst form when the whip chora is fully extended. You can set your target to hit the target or elsewhere during this animation. If your target is moving too fast during the animation, try landing an explosion on the
next to catch the target in the effect area. The blast zone will bypass the area and Strike enemies through walls that go well with radar mods such as sense of the enemy and animal instinct to detect nearby enemies. Throw Whipclaw straight at the enemy to knock him back when he is hit by a radial explosion. Change
the equipped melee weapon with the right mods that Whipclaw can benefit from. Whipclaw and your melee weapons both benefit from and contribute to the combo counter. Use both often to amplify their damage as you hit more enemies. Throw Whipclaw at enemies tangled Ensnare for double damage. Ensnared
enemies who survive Whipclaw will spread again to pull in new enemies. Throw a uiplow at enemies captured by Strangledome. The initial target takes full damage from Whipclaw, while all the other enemies in the dome take half the damage. Damage, critical chance, critical multiplier and status chance on all targets will
benefit from your equipped melee mods. A critical chance and chance of status will proc on each enemy separately, causing them potentially different amounts of damage and status effects. Whipclaw's radial explosion can bypass the Arctic Eximus bubbles to form inside directly. Equip with Helios with a deconstructor
and equip three Gladiator mods set to increase the crit chance. Equip Arkane Fury on the Glee Club to increase the damage. ENERGY50KEY2 EnsnareBind is a helpless target in a live metal, confusing others who have gotten too close. Whipclaw will refresh the trap by allowing it to capture more enemies. Strength:N/A
Duration:10 / 12 / 13 / 15 with (duration)0.5 c (delayed distribution) Range:15 / 20 / 25 / 30 m (cast range)6 / 7 / 8 / 10 m (distribution radius) Misc:: 2.0x (damage multiplier)75% (reduced duration) Chora hits her whip on enemy target for 15/20/25/30 meters, tying it in live metal for 10/12/13/15 seconds. While trapped, the
target is completely disconnected as the live metal spreads and pulls in all nearby enemies within a 6/7/8/10 meter radius after a 0.5 seconds delay. The range in roles and the radius of the spread affect the range of abilities. The duration of Ensnare depends on the duration of the ability, while the delay of the spread
back affects (for example, longer duration reduces the delay). The speed of casting depends on natural talents and the speed of drifting. Ensnare pulls out enemies because of obstacles and does not require line of sight. Distribution always occurs after a delay, no matter which enemies are actually in the range. Enemies
stretched by the original target by 75% of the total duration, extending the spread effect to draw in and disable all unaffected enemies around them; enemies pulled by the targets of the branch are disconnected by 75% of the previously shortened duration, but do not extend. The decrease in the percentage duration does
not depend on mods. trapped enemies cannot be affected by the same Ensnare instance again after liberation, including the distribution effect from both the original and the vesic targets. Synergy ability: Ensnared enemies get 200% damage from Whipclaw and Venari. Also trapped by enemies affected by will spread
again to pull in new enemies. The Whipclaw distribution update is seen as a new copy of Ensnare, so it will affect enemies released from the previous cast. There can be no remake for the affected targets. Casting Ensnare is a full body animation that stops grounded traffic and other actions. The captured target is
visually captured in a cluster of rotating living metal coils, while the original targets and targets of the branches glow faintly in the energy color chosen by The Choir. When Ensnare spreads, the live chains briefly pounce from the enemy source to pull out new targets before disappearing. Live metal coils are influenced by
the color of appearance chosen by the Choir. By subduing Hora Helminth, Ensnar and his additions will be used by other Warframes. Use the long range of Ensnare throwing to catch a group of enemies in front of you, Venari, your other companion, or your teammates can reach them. This ensures that Ensnare has time
to spread after it is delayed. Throw on key targets such as The Bombards quickly disable them, while pulling any nearby enemies to it. Ensnared enemies stand upright and won't move while debuffed, making this ability great for performing consecutive head shots. Enemies around the original target will have a reduced
duration on ther debuff, lasting for a shorter time the further they are. Throw Ensnare and follow with Whipclaw to deal double damage and apply status effects to multiple enemies simultaneously, earning multiple hits to the melee combo counter. Ensnared enemies who survive the Whipclaw explosion have their effects
spread refreshed. This causes them to spread after delay to pull in new enemies around them. Throw Ensnare at enemies near Venari or order her to attack the marked double-damage trap. Throw Ensnare at enemies trapped by Strangledome to spread their effects to nearby enemies, allowing Whipclaw and Venari to
have double damage trapped enemies. When The Strangledome ends, the locked enemies will be pulled to the original target if the debuff is still active. Use this opportunity to attack them with weapons, Venari, and Whipclaw. ENERGY0KEY3 VenariCommand Venari focus on the goal. Keep a loop between attack,
protect and heal poses. If Venari is killed, use this ability to revive her instantly. Team Energy Cost: 25In the cost of energy: ≤ 50 Power:1.05x / 1.1x / 1.12x / 1.15x (speed multiplier)350 (trap damage)50/HP (sec)50 Health Regen) Duration:N/A Range:N/A Misc:120 s (mark duration)45 s (re-flash time)3 2.5 s (trap
duration)5 (trap)3 with (Attack and cooled protection)'lt; 90% HP 10 m (radius of treatment aura)65 s (Veniari self-healed duration mark) Chora commands his faithful companion Kawat Venari prioritizes the goal on the goal reticle for 25 energy, leaving the Venari mark above the target for 120 seconds. After the
command, Venari pursues a marked goal if nearby or teleporting to it, if far away, while special effect for her combat posture if she is on cooling. When Venari reaches the target, she will perform various tasks depending on her combat posture. The cost of team energy is affected by the efficiency of ability. The duration of
the sign does not depend on mods. The target is marked by a floating battle icon posture over your head. The Venari sign cannot be remade for the same purpose while being active. The Venari sign lasts until removed through the duration of the end, the chora marking another target, switching the battle pose, or the
target killed. The marked targets are prioritized by Venari over enemies afflicted Slash with the hunter team equipped. When the target is marked, Venari can be heard growling in response. While Venari is alive, the Chora is passively gaining 1.05x/1.1x/1.12x/1.15x speed multiplier. When Venari is killed, she will
respawn beside The Chorus after 45 seconds or instantly, throwing this ability using 50 energy. The speed multiplier depends on the strength of the ability. Revive the cost of energy depends on the ability of Revive Efficiency the cost of energy decreases proportionally based on the remaining time until Venari is revived
(e.g. 1 second remaining on the timer and 1 energy used to revive Venari.) The time of respawn is independent of mods. Respawn time is displayed on the ability icon when Venari is killed. When re-landing, Venari visually jumps down the top of the landing next to the Choir. All poses are available by default when Venari
is unlocked on Warframe Rank 5. Holding the key ability (default 3) cycles to the next Venari battle pose without energy costs: Venari's glee team take her attack position, forcing her to ferociously attack nearby enemies and allowing her to use Snare. During Snare, Venari chained her chosen target in place for 2.5
seconds as she damaged the target with 5 hits during the animation; Each strike causes 350 Slash damage with a guaranteed proc status effect. Snare has a cooling of 3 seconds that can be bypassed by The Glee Club manually marking the target. Snare damage depends on the strength of the ability and increases the
mole. Snare damage and type damage depends on Venom Teeth, Shock Collar, Flame Gland, and Frost Jawbone. Snare has no critical chance and is independent of Bite or Hunter Synergy. The number of hits, the duration of Snare and the cooling do not affect the fashion. The Venari attack label can only be dropped
on an enemy target. The Venari attack mark will remain on target until its expiration date, allowing Venari to focus on killing the target with multiple Snare attacks. Snare is independent of targeting multiple and widening of the Swipe range. Casting Snare is a full body animation that causes Venari to maneuver around the
target before being re-next to the target after completion. Venari is still vulnerable to damage when performing its special attack animation. During Snare, the target is visually held in place of live chains that attach to nearby Chora orders Venari to adopt her protective posture, forcing her to defend Hora or herself the
nearest enemy and allows her to use the tail whip. During the tail whip, Venari spins on the spot to inflict a knockdown on one enemy, constantly disarming him to equip the melee weapon only when the target gets up. The tail whip has a cooling 3 seconds that can be bypassed by the chora manually marking the target.
The cooling is not affected by fashion. The tail whip will affect the target even if it moves away from Venari during its spin animation. Don't knock down and don't disarm enemies innately wielding melee weapons. The Venari safety sign can only be thrown at an enemy target. The Venari safety sign is removed after the
tail whip is performed on the target. Casting the tail whip is a full body animation that stops Venari in place. Chora commands Venari to accept her healing posture, filling her with healing energy and allowing her to use The Fit. When the current health of any ally player in the squad or Venari itself reaches below 90% of
maximum health, Venari growls and radiates a healing aura with a radius of 10 meters; During The Day, Venari instinctively searches and follows the player with the least amount of current health, providing a goal and any nearby wounded allies 50 regen health per second while they remain in the aura. The health of the
regen per second depends on the strength of the ability. The missing health threshold and radius of the aura do not affect fashion. Acceptable goals for healing include all Warframes, Companions, Eidolon Lures, caused by allied units such as Specters, Allied Invasion Units, Hostages, Kavor Defectors, Sortie and
Arbitration Defense Operatives, and Defense Facilities. Revitalization is deactivated when all allied players are above the missing health threshold. Revitalize does not provide Shield points. The brand of healing Venari can only be thrown at the goal of an ally. The Venari Healing Brand is removed after Chora marks
another goal, the target is tagged, or Chora switches the fighting posture. Venari immediately activates The revitalize then follows the marked goal, if Khora marked the goal or himself by throwing three without a goal on the goal reticle. Venari will keep a close eye on its purpose, and Revitalize will not deactivate until the
sign is removed. Following the target, Venari will also not attack the nearest enemies. The chora can mark Venari to activate The Revitalize, causing Venari to stand still in its current position for 65 seconds or until the sign is removed. Growing strength increases healing per second when Venari activates revitalize during
its effect; The bonus healing per second is maintained until it is disconnected. Revitalize activation is a full-body animation that stops Venari in place, while the deactivation of The Revitalize does not require animation. While the healing aura is active, Venari and the aggrieved allies glow in The Chorus's chosen energy
The combat pose cannot be switched until Venari is dead, instead the respawn feature overlaps any input on the ability key. The speed of casting on all animations associated with this ability, as on Chora and Venari, does not mods such as natural talent and high-speed drift. Venari doesn't benefit from a set of Hunter
Mods bonuses. Casting Venari sign and call Venari do not play any animation on The Glee Club, while changing the posture of the upper body animation, which allows movement and parkour maneuvers. The Venari choir metal ornaments and tail change the look depending on the type chosen: Attack (long spikes),
protection (small stubs and hammer tail) and Heal (curved blades). While Venari is dead, the choir's metal ornaments are hidden from view and will reappear after Venari reappears. The following visual effects suffer from the selected Chorus Warframe energy color: Venari's eyes and regalia colors, sign of color icon, as
well as her death and respawn/teleport landing impact. The fighting pose of the Choir switches. Attack posture Snare trails and healing poses to relive the glow. Main article: Venari Bodyguard Venari Bodyguard Warframe Augment Mod for Venari Choirs, making Venari die in place of the Choirs by increasing the timer
caviar, but each enemy killed reduces the timer caviar. Rank Respawn Delay Kill Time Reduction Cost 0 150s 1s 6 1 150s 2s 7 2 150s 3s 8 3 150s 4s 9 Chora Passive Speed Multiplier affects her regular speed, which also increases sprint speed. Combine with high strength ability and sprint speed mods such as Rush
and Armored Agility to get significantly increased mobility. Keep moving and do parkour maneuvers when switching battle poses to avoid incoming enemy attacks. By default, Venari will attack enemies and perform her combat pose effects on her own. Place a mark on your target to direct Venari's attention wherever you
want. Equip the Hunter's Recovery on Venari and place an attack sign on a distant enemy. Venari will teleport to the target and immediately use Snare to attack him, quickly healing The Glee Club in the process. Use a protective sign to knock down and disarm dangerous threats such as Napalm and Tech. Heal Mark
allows universal options to provide a health regen in the field: Use on Ally or Glee yourself to Venari to follow suit. Use Venari to order it to stay put. Use on The Glee Club if Venari is far away to remember it back on your side. Use an ally from a distance to teleport Venari into battle. Venari's Heal pose is capable of
healing static targets such as cryopods, excavators and Kuva combines. Place a healing sign on purpose to let Venari stand guard for him providing healing to him and his nearby teammates. It can also be used to heal moving targets such as defectors and hostages. Throw Ensnare to group the enemies for Venari to
attack them for double damage. Slash-proks don't change Venari's goal with the help of Hunter's team, even if the enemies aren't marked. User interface will be completely hidden if Venari is dead and the player uses Transference to return to Warframe. The revival function of Venari can rarely cause when Venari is
killed, requiring The Choir to spend on himself to bring Venari back. Venari randomly moving when its heal aura is activated. This error arises for the purposes it automatically chooses to heal, as well as the goals marked by Hora. Switching to attack or posture protection will put her AI back on track. Placing a healing sign
on a chora or ally sometimes causes Venari to switch the healing aura and turn off repeatedly as she edges toward the marked goal. Venari is not going to collect items using Fashion Fetch. (only works well in solo mode) Locked lockers, unlocked by Venari through the Scavenge mod, still appear as locked (red) despite
unlocking, and can still be opened. Sense of Danger can sometimes make enemy markers appear outside the mini-map in the user interface if Venari uses it and Chora moves away from enemies. If during Sortie the energy level is insufficient to give up this ability, then it will be rendered inactive completely. A side effect
is that if Venari dies it will not be revived during the mission. ENERGY100KEY4 StrangledomeWeave dome is a living chain that ensnares and strangles any enemy inside, and anyone stupid enough to approach. Enemies outside the trap will try to speed up the death of their comrade by shooting them. Crack Whipclaw
on the dome to further damage any captured enemies. Strength:100 / 150 / 200 / 250 Duration:5 / 10 / 15 / 20 with Range:5 m (dome radius)5 / 5 / 6 / 10 m (radius of capture) Misc:26 (number vertices)2.0x (damage multiplier, No Whipclaw Sources)50% (Whipclaw damage distribution)2 (limit instances active) Chora
cracks her whip down to unravel a cluster of live chains, creating a stationary dome covering a 5 meter radius around her that lasts 5/10/15/20 seconds. The Strangledome possesses 26 vertices where its circuits connect, with each top capable of capturing a single enemy. Enemies within a radius of 5/5/6/10 meters from
the center of the rag dome, pulled chains into the nearest unoccupied top, and suspended helplessly for the duration of the ability. Duration depends on the duration of the ability. The radius of the dome and the radius of the capture depends on the range of abilities. The number of vertices does not depend on mods. The
speed of casting depends on natural talents and the speed of drifting. Strangledome will pull enemies because of obstacles and does not require line of sight. Players, allied AI and crowd-resistant enemies can move freely and attack through the dome. While captured, enemies smothered chains taking 100/150/200/250
damage per second and getting 200% damage from weapons and abilities. In addition, captured enemies have raised the threat level, become susceptible to friendly fire, and taunt their former allies into attacking them. Whipclaw does not benefit from this bonus damage. The damage is evenly divided between impact,
puncture and slash. Damage per second depends on the strength of ability. Damage per second gains damage multiplier, which results in The Strangledome deal double damage per second innately. The damage multiplier does not depend on mods. Friendly fire allows enemies to get damage and status effects from
their former allies. When captured enemies die of congenital damage to ability, their corpses are dismembered. This is typical of damaging most slashes. When captured enemies die, they are released by chains, freeing up previously occupied verticals to capture new enemies. Redefines Stasis Limbaugh. Synergy
Ability: If at least one enemy captured by Strangledome came under Whipclaw, the target enemy would receive 100% of the total damage to Whipclaw and all other enemies in the same dome would each receive 50% of the total damage. In addition, Whipclaw's critical chance and status chance will be culled to each
enemy separately. Strangledome adheres to the following casting requirements: If thrown in the air, The Choir will instantly fall to the ground to fulfill this ability. Can be remade while active to create a new instance. The chorus can have up to 2 Strangledomes active at a time. If you try to create more than 2
Strangledomes, the oldest Strangledome created will be removed. Casting Strangledome is a full-body animation that stops movement and other activities. Strangledome is created 0.5 seconds after the end of the casting animation, allowing the chorus to move like a dome shape. Strangledome is the default form of
pentakis icosidodecahedron cut in half to form a dome. Each top of the dome will try to stick to the nearest surface, changing the ability to match the environment. On the strangledome circuit affects the chosen Accents color. Electric currents, jumping between the verticals and the glow on captured enemies, suffer from
the chosen chorus of energy color. The Strangledome is a separate deployable object from The Choir. Thus, the effect of the Warframe annulment applied to the Glee Club will not destroy The Strangledome. Strangledome can only be annulled by Nullifier Crewman and Bursa null spheres. Each chain inside the dome
behaves like an individual compound that breaks down when in contact with nullifier spheres. If enough chains connecting to the top are broken, that top is deducted from all vertices affected by Strangledome, so reducing the number of enemies the dome can hold captive. Once all the chains break down, Strangledome
is completely negated and its duration is forced to stop. Enemies captured by Strangledome cannot prevent Tenno from capturing the interception point, but can return it if the enemy is near the consoles, even when strangled. Strangledome listens to interactions with Casting Speed mods (such as Natural Talent); it
increases the speed of the animation, but once the animation ends it starts before the time when normal animation would end, i.e.: what makes Casting Speed mods useless. The short time cast of Strangledome gives Glee a powerful panic button when enemies are dangerously close. Strangledome can be thrown
during to keep Glee on the run. It can also be cast while the walls cling to the creation of a floating dome. Preparing domes pre-emptively where where presence is likely to capture more prey as they arrive. As strangled enemies sway and wave about, it can be difficult to identify them at first sight and hit them accurately.
Use the damage rooms inflicted by the dome as a visual signal to help you estimate the number of enemies caught on the dome. Smothered enemies get double damage from abilities and weapons to help you and your team send them quickly. Suffocated enemies also behave like individual lures that attract aggression
from other enemies. Consider leaving some enemies dangling about how to be distracted to protect your team and any targets nearby. Throw a viptlave at least one strangled enemy to inflict half of the damage on all other strangled enemies in the same dome. Throw Ensnare at a strangled enemy to pull new enemies
from afar, helping Strangledome capture them once in range, allowing both Whipclaw and Venari to inflict double damage on strangled and boarded enemies in the dome. When the duration of the dome is about to end, the cast again create a second dome that captures enemies as they become liberated from the
previous dome to keep them off. Whipclaw does not do double damage to captured enemies, while other abilities as well as Strangledome damage do benefit from this damage bonus. Captured enemies can swing wildly in orbit on impact and not be pushed close to the busy vertical. The Collapse All Strong Fashion
Fashion Duration Fashion Range Entrance Table is not loaded. Javascript is not a downloaded results table. Javascript is not downloaded edit Tab Update 29.2 Fixed Whipclaw Accumulation Chorus positive stacking effect indefinitely after jumping into a teleport volume. Hotfix 29.1.2 Fixed a script error that can occur
with Glee and Venari. Update 29.1 Fixed Glee appears disfigured at the end of the diorama screen mission. Hotfix 29.0.2 Fixed a script error related to Venari. Update 28.1 Xoris Interaction changes some warframe abilities and sublime weapons now reset the Melee Combo Counter just if Xoris is used. The
overwhelming damage to the output of some Warframe Ability was not our intention with the endless weapon Of Melee Combo, and the conversation about Xoris or you do it wrong is very restrictive in terms of player selection. Warframe Ability/Exalted Warframe weapons affected by this are: The full breakdown can be
read here. Hotfix 28.0.6 Fixed Arcane Bodyguard is not healing Venari. Update 27.4 Khora's Spikes (its default attachment back) is now an auxiliary attachment to give players more customization options with Syandanas. A fix has been made in the direction of clipping questions with Spikes Glees. Hotfix 27.3.6 Fixed the
aura of Venari's healing, affecting the goal defense. Hotfix 27.0.9 Fixed emission colors that do not show properly on the Choir. Hotfix 25.8.1 Fixed Glee in the Strangledome FX beam appears incorrectly. Update 25.8 Warframe Looting The ability to change Warframe Loot Ability will again be able to give a few drops of
already looted corpses. One enemy can plundered no more than one ability from each group - which, as it worked before, it just clarifies it. Warframe Looting Abilities were divided into separate groups of functionality for clarity: Loot while alive: Ivara Loot petrified: Atlas Loot at Death: Wukong, Chora, Hydroid. The enemy
can only be killed once, they cannot die several times. Loot corpse: Nekros, Chesa These changes stem from a larger conversation that was considered yesterday regarding not providing closure on the Loot Frame changes from Jovian Concord. All the information can be found here: Hotfix 25.7.6 Fixed hit the enemy
caught in The Strangledome with Whipclaw not passing damage to other enemies held in Strangledome if you are a customer. Fixed Synth Fiber doesn't work properly when equipped on Venari. Fixed Whipclaw Choirs healing enemies instead of damaging them while equipping Fashion for negative puncture damage.
Update 25.7 Fixed Domus Syandana does not connect properly to the back of the Choirs. Fixed behind-the-scenes flicker for Spikes Syandana Choirs. Update 25.5 Fixed cryona Syandana clipping through Glee Club. Update 25.3 Fixed Hora Mitra Skin does not apply properly Spikes Syandana Choirs. The skin of the
Mithras Choir has been corrected, which is not applied to the skirt spikes after they are switched. A fixed preview of The Skins's Chorus at Arsenal does not always properly update the spikes. Fixed the change in the spike mode at Arsenal and then switching skins causes the spikes to be removed. Fixed a script error
when trying to switch to the Appearance appearance tab for Venari. Hotfix 25.0.8 Fixed inability to add protected polarity to Venari with Forma. Hotfix 24.8.3 Fixed a memory leak on Stangledome Choirs that can lead to low FPS over time. Hotfix 24.7.2 Khora Strangledome Fixed Timer no longer appears on the user
interface when dying and re-mepad. Update 24.7 New: Pilfering Strangledome (Strangledome Augment) Enemies held in Strangledome have a 65% chance of falling additional prey. Update 24.6 The following abilities require the ground to activate, but can now be thrown in the air and will make a melee esque slam on
the ground: Update 24.5 Fixed Chora Venari does not display color changes in the diorama's ability. Update 24.4 Fixed the inability to destroy Nullifier bubbles when inside The Strangledome Choirs. Hotfix 24.2.7 New: Venari The Bodyguard (Venari Augment) Venari dies at the place of The Choir. Timer respawn
increased to 150s. Killing enemies reduces the timer by 4s. Hotfix 24.2.2 (Undocumented) Increase in the rate of decline of Khora Systems Blueprint and Khora Blueprint from 5.64% to 11.28%. Update 23.7 New: Accumulation Whipclaw (Whipclaw Augment) Hitting 3 Enemies will give 35% Styling Damage Bonus to
follow The bonus will disintegrate after 10s. Update 23.5 Fixed sometimes get unintended colors on Venari when using Randomize. Hotfix 23.0.5 Fixed Casting Of Strangledome Choirs to a large group of enemies causing VFX to disappear After. Update 23.0 Corrected by Venari Chora Disarmament Thief after the attack
on him. Update 22.20 Fixed script error with Venari Choirs. Chorus Changes and Fixes: Glee Improvements Keep Coming! We have a number of important fixes that really help make Glee To play better as well as some changes! Changes include: Increase the Ensnare range. Removed the Direct Visibility check from
Ensnare to make it more reliable. The Fashion range now affects the radius of AoE Whipclaw, but it is limited. Whipclaw Choirs can now damage decorations (boxes, barrels, etc.). The Cavat Choirs are now teleported to this goal instead of going there if the goal is too far away! Changed the animation of Chora Venari
from the domestic Kawata to Feral Kaut. Adjusted row Syandanas to match the chorus better. Tweaked Venari command sounds. Corrections include: Fixed a strange animation of 'leg shuffling' with Whipclaw. Fixed with the help of Whipclaw Choirs on target causing all enemies affected by Ensnare to be released when
the target is killed while trapped. It was particularly nasty in practice and made her kit feel weak! Fixed Venari Choirs get locked in its attack mode while trying Mastery Rank tests that can crash on stealth tests (MR9, for example). Fixed the endless re-whipping for Whipclaw Choirs, swinging the camera around quickly.
Fixed Ospreys are not completely disabled by Ensnare Choirs. Fixed Venari freezing in place when entering Cetus from the plains and then duplication if you head back, eventually leading to the hall of the kitten statue. The 22.19 Whipclaw Animation Choir has been updated to better reflect the direction of the target.
Operators can no longer be directed to Venari for healing. This follows a precedent with other Warframe abilities not being castable on operators. The corrected stats of Venari abilities and passive user interface effect speed seem to depend on the effectiveness of mods. The power of Power Fashions are something that
relates to the ability of Venari /passive. Fixed healing Venari are constantly active while equipping negative Fashion Duration on The Glee Club. Fixed is not able to see the Venari hold indicator when switching poses. The wrong icon displayed for the Venari Healing pose has been corrected. Fixed a Venari script error
that can happen if you control the Operator when Venari respawns. Fixed Venari don't disappear by playing Archwing missions like Glee Club. Corrected the case of Glee getting a Venari speed buff HUD icon when Venari can't breed. Fixed Venari attacking you at Simulacrum Arsenal when friendly fire is turned on.
Corrected Whipclaw does not extend the damage through a few Strangledomes if it strikes enemies caught up in more than one. Fixed Whipclaw/Strangledome Synergy not using everything for additional Strangledome purposes. Fixed bodies of enemies, automatically destroyed in the fall with Strangledome, which will
not be sliced. Enemies that get that extra slice of Strangledome will be automatically destroyed. Fixed Strangledome turning MOA enemies invisible. Fixed crash during transmission Operator when The Choir is equipped. Fixes a possible blur of movement on the thorns of the Choir in Liset. The corrected chorus spikes
are visible when viewing navigation. Hotfix 22.18.8 Chorus Changes: The ability of casting times have been reduced across the board - natural talent is always great, but basic animation needs to be reduced. New Passive: The ferocious Kawat, Venari, fights on The Glee Side and provides her with a speed boost while
active. If he gets killed, Venari will show up after a while. Whipclaw Whipclaw will apply and benefit from the melee combo counter. All enemies caught up in The Strangledome will take half of Whipklau's attack damage when one enemy in Strangledome is struck with Whipclaw. Falling into the trap of the enemy with
Whipclaw will lead to the spread of live metal. Ensnar Ensnare strikes several enemies. When the enemy is trapped, the live metal will spread and pull in each enemy within reach for 75% less duration. Then the living metal enemies will breed a second time to pull another wave of enemies within reach. Proxies no longer
wake up Ensnared enemies. Venari Venari is now a passive ability - Venari is just there, no casting required. If Venari dies, she will respawn in 45 seconds or you can call her back using Venari's ability for energy cost 50 that scales with a Respawn timer. A new description of Venari's ability: Venari Command to focus on
the target. Keep a loop between attack, protect and heal poses. If Venari is killed, use this ability to revive her instantly Venari fights herself until she gets the command. The third ability of The Choir (Venari) overlaps the goal of Venari, as evidenced by the icon above The Choir's head. Commander Venari, being in the
position of Healing without a valid purpose, commands Venari to heal the Choir. Companion mods like animal instinct have been corrected so they will work properly on Venari. Venari does Slash damage to enemies instead of hitting them. The power of Fashion Power on Glee now affects Venari's abilities. Strangledome
Altered Animation casting to better reflect what Strangledome cast from the placement of the body of the choirs and chains now reflect the custom color of Accent! As soon as the enemy dies in Strangledome, they will fall to the floor to make room for new victims. Hotfix 22.18.5 Chora Changes (FX/Visual): Whipclaw:
Added more oomph to her Whipclaw blast and added extra FX if it hits enemies affected by its Ensnare. Ensnare: Improving the positioning of Ensnares Explosion FX, Improved Chora tone masks for her body and helmets to address pixelated edges at lower resolutions. Fixed Customers without seeing Ensnare FX
Choirs pulling the enemy towards the main goal. Hotfix 22.18.2 Fixed Accident for customers associated with the casting of Strangledome Choirs. Hotfix 22.18.1 Fixed script error when casting Whipclaw Choirs. Update 22.18 Edit Tab Images of Glee Club as seen during the Devstream 100Add photo in this gallery Video
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